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It’s OK to say I don’t know what to do

§ Unique insight into affected segments

§ Timely challenge to policies based on:
– Greater transparency
– Simplifying language
– Nudges

§ These are complex issues even for professionals
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It’s OK to ask for help

§ Encouraging people to act alone hasn’t worked

§ People need reliable expert help

§ Demonising of advice needs to stop

§ Guidance guarantee a great introduction

§ Must build solid links to advice

§ Advisers should embrace and be welcomed
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Help customers not yourself

§ Consumers don’t understand complexity

§ But value simplicity and ease

§ Used too often to fleece customer

§ Details buried in mass of paper

§ Distrust of sector increased DIY

§ But c 70% make errors – cui bono?
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What to do?

§ Blame Government?

§ Intervene & help customers navigate

§ Must be done of their terms

§ Can still educate after decision made

§ Safety-net checks to prevent mistakes

§ Check people understood key issues
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Conclusions

§ Industry to help out not help themselves

§ FCA needs to close regulatory gaps

§ Guidance must link to advice

§ Advice must be fit for purpose

§ Customers need to know it’s:
– Ok to seek advice
– Safe to seek advice

§ Companies’ futures hang on this area
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Important Information

Fidelity Worldwide Investment is a global leader in asset management, providing investment products and services to individuals and institutions in the UK, continental Europe, the 
Middle East and Asia Pacific. Established in 1969, the company has over 6,000 staff in 24 countries and manages or administers client assets of £168.8 billion. It has over 5 million 
customer holdings and manages more than 650 equity, fixed income, property and asset allocation funds. The company’s fund managers receive research from one of the largest 
proprietary research teams, based in 12 countries around the world. Fidelity Worldwide Investment is an independent asset management company which is privately owned. Data as 
at 30 September 2014. 

Issued by FIL Investments International, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Fidelity, Fidelity Worldwide Investment, the Fidelity Worldwide Investment logo 
and F symbol are trademarks of FIL Limited.  Any opinions expressed are made at the time of writing and can be subject to change without notification
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